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Nectar for the Ears  

of the Fortunate

The accounT of chokgyur Lingpa’s  
visionary Journey To The gLorious  

copper-coLored mounTain

by könchok gyurmé

here is the sixth narration of great wonder, a brief 
account of Chokgyur Lingpa’s boundless pure perception. Trav-
eling again and again to the realm of Lotus Light in pure visions, 
he met with the trik›ya guru there, and with the assembly of 
the twenty-five close disciples — the king and subjects. Together, 
they practiced the four stages of approach and accomplishment. 
The following account relates to one such journey, describing 
how he received empowerment and prophecy.

All phenomena of samsara and nirvana are contained within 
the two superior truths. These, in essence, are equality and 
purity — the natural dharmak›ya. Their dynamic display is 
wakefulness spontaneously present, appearing as a boundless 
ocean of k›yas and pure lands.
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246 The Great Tertön

Although pure vision experiences have a unique, particular 
purpose, it is rare for such a purpose to be fulfilled in practice. 
It is more common for people to consider these accounts as mere 
wonders. For the most part, these experiences tend to remain 
hidden in basic space, through the power of the awakened intent. 
The main sources as regards Chokgyur Lingpa’s experiences are 
his principal doctrine holders, particularly the two Jamgöns,1 
with whom he is known to have shared his experiences so exten-
sively. However, it is not certain that all the details were ever laid 
out meticulously in writing. The story recounted here is therefore 
merely an indication of Chokgyur Lingpa’s travels to the realm 
of Lotus Light.

Chokgyur Dechen Zhigpo Lingpa, the incarnate great Trea-
sure revealer, is known as “Chokgyur” (The Supreme One) 
in the context of the ground, as “Dechen” (Great Bliss) in the 
context of the path, and as “Zhigpo” (The One for Whom All 
Has Collapsed) in the context of the fruition. His names are as 
renowned as the sun and moon.

As mentioned earlier,2 Chokgyur Lingpa stayed for some time 
in strict retreat in the area of glorious Karmarı. He remained in 
solitude at the upper retreat center of Gang-Gön Risul, a place 
that is like Akani˝˛ha made manifest in the mundane world. One 
day, the tertön began to hear the melodious sound of flutes ema-
nating from the sky, and the murmur of different symbolic lan-
guages. The fragrant scent of incense filled the air.

Within the expanse of the sky, there appeared five ˜›kinıs. 
They were youthful, like sixteen-year-old maidens adorned with 
silken garments and jewels. They spoke with a single voice: “We 
have come from the miraculous realm of U˜˜iy›na, the sacred 
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land of the glorious Copper-Colored Mountain, where revolves 
the wheel of dharma, vast and profound, of the Dharma Ocean 
Subsuming All Teachings. Oh son, we are sent here as messen-
gers to invite you to witness this spectacle. Ah ham!”

In the very moment of their speaking, blissful joy blazed forth 
in Chokgyur Lingpa, and for a short while he was suspended in 
a state where all sense of a material body was gone. He replied 
to the ˜›kinıs, asking, “Young maidens, why are there five of 
you?” They replied with the following verse:

Kyé ho!
The natural radiance of the purity of the internal five poisons3

Appears outwardly as the goddesses of the five elements.4

Just so, our mother, the ̃ ›kinı Yeshé Tsogyal,
As the ever-turning fivefold wheels of adornment,
Manifests eternally as the five wisdom ̃ ›kinıs.
Oh son, how is it that you are unaware of this?
Yogi ⁄rı hoh!

Having uttered these words, they laid out a twelve-pronged 
vajra cross of gold as a seat, saying:

Gold signifies immutability. The twelve prongs symbolize the 
twelve links of dependent origination, which can be naturally 
purified in an instant. The shift of purity occurs in the follow-
ing way: the twelve links of dependent origination that create 
samsara occur because of failing to recognize your own nature 
in the moment that a thought arises. When, in the instant of a 
thought’s arising one’s own nature is recognized, the thought 
is liberated and the twelve links become those of nirvana. Oh 
son, this clarifies your doubt concerning your present studies 
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and contemplation on the writings of the Dharma Lord Jigten 
Sumgön. This purity is the experience of the original wakeful-
ness related to the third empowerment. Evam maya.5

As soon as they had finished speaking, Chokgyur Lingpa 
took his seat at the center of the vajra and ascended swiftly into 
the air, flying off to the southwest.

The first sights he witnessed were the vivid displays of Lha-
sa’s miraculous temples. Making supplications, seven-branch 
prayers, and ma˚˜ala offerings, he was filled with boundless 
devotion.
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In those days, there were prophecies regarding the central 
region of Tibet. However, it was said that there was no one to 
fulfill the meaning of these prophecies, so they were thereby ren-
dered useless. A visionary being spoke to Chokgyur Lingpa, tell-
ing him, among other things, that the prophecies were identical 
in meaning to the general edicts of the teachings offered to the 
Tibetan King, the throne-holder of Reting monastery, the Nomi-
nhan,6 Ngawang Yeshé Tsültrim Gyaltsen.

Next, he witnessed clearly the temples of glorious Samyé, 
unchanging and spontaneously present. He offered the seven-
line prayer, made the seven-branch offering and the outer, 
inner and secret ma˚˜ala offerings, and received the four 
empowerments.
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On he flew, passing the snow-covered Five-Peak Mountain. 
It was dressed in canopies of rainbow light. The central peak 
resembled a crystal stÒpa surrounded by dense forests, caves, 
overhanging cliffs, lakes and valleys both great and small, and 
numerous free-flowing streams and rivers. This was all encir-
cled by large mountains and cliffs, where herds of deer roamed 
at leisure. He beheld the great god Vi˝˚u being offered a feast 
by other deities there, along with gifts of pure cleansing water. 
Large rivers flowed from the cardinal and intermediate direc-
tions, shimmering like fluttering silken streamers. While wit-
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nessing these scenes, he could discern intermittently the vivid 
forms of the deities of the Three Roots and was deeply moved by 
ocean waves of devotion and faith.

“What is that, over yonder?” he asked the five ̃ ›kinıs. They 
replied in a single voice, to a melodious, flowing tune:

Emaho! A la la hoh!
It is C›rita, one of the twenty-four great sacred sites.
This eminent and pure place, a crystal mountain,
Is encircled with a garland of many peaks.
It is embellished by various protections
Such as those made of vajras, swords, jewels, and wheels.
The summits are draped in garlands of flames,
The slopes are covered with forests, as if shrouded by smoke,
With rivers flowing into every valley
Like silken banners arranged in all ten directions.
The blowing wind roars with sounds of mantra,
Ha-ha Hum-hum Phat-phat resounding in all ten directions.
Cliffs, trees, and all their branches
Resemble garlands of variegated weapons.
Various birds of prey and ferocious animals
Are poised as if guarding against intrusions.
Surrounding this are many villages
Occupied by tribesmen with savage ways.
Charnel-ground spirits and zombies are dancing,
Flesh-eating ghosts and local spirit-guardians roaming.
This is the principal sacred site of all of Tibet,
Primordially formed and of great renown.
How wonderful it is, untainted by decay or decline!
A ham hoh!
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 “Oh son, Secret Mantra yogin, listen carefully!” they con-
tinued:

This glorious wisdom wheel of Caritra is supreme among the 
twenty-four sacred sites, unique among the thirty-two sacred 
places. It lies in the center of the great charnel ground known 
as Awesome Roaring. It consists of a celestial realm aloft, a ter-
restrial realm in the middle and a subterranean realm below. In 
this place are divine gatherings of the ma˚˜alas of awakened 
body, speech and mind. They are seated in clusters of five-col-
ored light —everlasting, pervasive and spontaneously present.

The formation of this sacred place is like the shape of a five-
pronged golden vajra, or a clockwise coiled svastika, or a jew-
eled swirl of bliss.7 In terms of its form being like a vajra, its 
eastern prong is the new Ts›ri, Tashi Jong. The western prong 
is the old Ts›ri, and the vajra’s center is the central White Lake, 
the palace of dharmak›ya.

The sacred site has four entrance gates. To the east, facing 
China, is the gate blessed by MañjuŸrı — known as the Roam-
ing Ground of Indra. Yam›ntaka is the appointed guardian of 
this gate. To the south, facing India, is the gate of Vajrap›˚i 
— known as the Sporting Ground of the Lord of Death. 
Amṛtaku˚˜alı is the appointed guardian of this gate. To the 
west, facing the secret ̃ ›kinı treasury of U˜˜iy›na, is the gate 
of Lady T›r› — known as the Loving Ground of the Water 
God. The goddess Ekaja˛ı is the appointed guardian of this 
gate. To the North, facing Tibet, is the gate of the Great Com-
passionate One — known as the Sporting Ground of Yak˝as. 
The appointed guardian of this gate is glorious Hayagrıva.

Surrounding these gates of the four directions are an incon-
ceivable number of ˜›kas and ˜›kinıs of the four classes. 
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The area beyond the gates is entirely surrounded by charnel 
grounds, vajra walls and fire mountains.

Oh son of noble family, the Lotus-Born Master, Padmasam-
bhava has established this sacred site as a nirmanak›ya pure 
realm on the level of externally perceived objects. On the inner 
level, this is where he concealed countless profound Treasures. 
The great pa˚˜ita Vimalamitra subsequently arrived here, fol-
lowed by the great siddha Lawapa.

The matchless Dakpo Lhajé, Gampopa, who was a direct 
emanation of Orgyen, prophesied that the master Yeshé Dorjé 
would open the door to this sacred place. Following him in 
succession, the great siddha Karma Pakshi and Rekar Thukjé 
Chenpo were appointed as masters of the site. Oh son, Secret 
Mantra yogin, in the future you too will have numerous auspi-
cious occurrences on the outer, inner and innermost levels at 
this eminent place. Without letting them be mishandled, be sure 
to take possession of them.

The ̃ ›kinıs spoke such things, and merely hearing their words 
caused the hairs on Chokgyur Lingpa’s body to stand on end.

“What a joy!” he thought. “What happiness to be able to pay 
an actual visit to these supremely exalted and eminent sacred 
places. The mere mention of them makes one’s hair stand on end. 
The mere sight of them purifies obscurations. Merely circumam-
bulating them causes good qualities to arise.” In such a frame of 
mind, he made repeated supplications and pure aspirations.

It was at this time that the great tertön had the thought, “It 
would surely be best if one could circumambulate these supreme 
sacred sites and receive the blessings of their earth, water and 
medicinal plants.” Immediately, the five ̃ ›kinıs smilingly said, 
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“Son of noble family, it is fine for you to go and collect some 
of the earth. For this, we need a supreme steed endowed with 
the qualities of the four pillars of miraculous ability.”8 As soon 
as they said this, the vajra-cross transformed into a majestic 
stallion. It was of golden color, adorned with precious jewels, 
a gilded saddle, a plush silken seat, a golden bit, and a bridle 
of turquoise — all beautiful and in perfect proportion. Mount-
ing the stallion, he continued on his way, surrounded by the five 
˜›kinıs.

When he saw a brilliant white stÒpa formed of crystal and not 
too large in size, he asked them what it was. “This is the StÒpa of 
Total Purity, the sacred place where our teacher the Buddha cut 
off his hair.” With immeasurable faith and devotion, Chokgyur 
Lingpa repeatedly made pure aspirations there.
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Next, he saw the gently flowing, limpid waters of a pristine 
river, and asked what it was. “This is the Nairañjan› River, the 
sacred place where our teacher the Buddha practiced austerities.” 
The master received blessings from the river, offering supplica-
tion prayers and pure aspirations. A vision arose in him of the 
water as nectar (amṛta), endowed with the various celestial qual-
ities — cooling, sweet, and so forth.9

Journeying on, they passed a mountain covered with green 
meadows and wildflowers. There were forests of trees he had 
never seen before, with abundant foliage, large open blossoms, 
and boughs laden with fruit. Therapeutic fragrances filled the 
air. At the foot of the mountain was a mansion with a tiled roof, 
encircled by a wall. Again, he asked, “What is this?” “This is 
Ku˝ınagar,” they replied, “the sacred place where our teacher the 
Buddha displayed the manner of passing beyond sorrow.”
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Chokgyur Lingpa made supplications in a state of profound 
and irreversible faith, filled with admiration, yearning, and 
trust. When the hairs on his body stood on end, and his face was 
awash with tears, the head ˜›kinı said to him: “Son of noble 
family, it is taught that the Buddha never passes away, and the 
dharma likewise never disappears. Regarding the meaning of 
this:

In one’s own mind is the original buddha.
Is this not what is called the sugata essence?
In the five-colored sphere in the center of your heart
The buddha resides, never parting.
Sam›dhi! Hoh, ah ah ah!

Hearing this, Chokgyur Lingpa remained for a short while in 
a state of non-thought.

They continued on, and after some distance arrived at 
a blue mountain. It was in the middle of a valley of many vil-
lages. The mountain was the color of a cloudless sky, bright and 
clear. It was not a massive mountain, but sheer and high, with 
smooth sides and no apparent paths. Yet, looking at the sum-
mit, Chokgyur Lingpa could see a small red house, and asked 
what it was. “Oh son, that is not a small house. It is a Heruka 
palace endowed with wrathful ornaments and decorations. It 
is an amazing place, but from here it is hardly visible since the 
mountain is so high. This is Mount Malaya of Blazing Meteoric 
Iron, the sacred place where the teachings of Secret Mantra first 
appeared. Together, as male and female, we should therefore 
make supplications and offer an extraordinary feast.”

They danced joyously, then, while singing in melodious tones:
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At the summit of Mount Malaya,
The Mountain of Blazing Meteoric Iron,
By wrathful means you liberated the demon Matram Rudra,
And united with the host of mother r›k˝as.
This is when the Secret Mantra teachings first appeared.
To you, the extraordinary tamer of beings, I supplicate.
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The master and the five ̃ ›kinıs sang this supplication in uni-
son and together performed various dances. In conclusion they 
sang: “Samaya hoh! Samaya satvam! Raho ham! Raga yami a 
la la ho! Jah hung bam ho!”

This belongs to the extraordinary biography. Guhya, seal, 
seal!

On they went, and the master Chokgyur Lingpa asked, “Is 
this the sacred place of Laºk›purı — the demon land to the 
southwest of the Vajra Throne?”

“This is Mount Kairi,” they replied, “the south-western land 
of the r›k˝as. It lies to the side of Jenlak Jong, which lies adjacent 
to Zahor in India. To reach the island of r›k˝as, one must cross 
another body of water. The blessed conqueror ⁄›kyamuni was 
invited here by R›va˚a, the son of Dradrok, Lord of Laºk›. It 
was here that the Buddha, requested by Mah›mati, taught the 
SÒtra on the Descent to Laºk›. This is also the place where the 
scriptures of the Anuyoga tantras descended, landing in a forest. 
Currently it is known as the island of Singala. The actual sacred 
place of the same name, significance, and characteristics is to be 
found on the C›mara Continent. This place that you can see is 
its associated site.”

In relation to their explanation, it is stated in the Heart 
Essence teachings:

Near the country of Zahor༔
Lies Mahado, island in the ocean, ༔
To the east of the Jambu Continent.༔
Across from that island in the ocean༔
Lies the r›k˝a land of Laºk›, the domain of R›va˚a.༔
This land is adjacent to Laºk›purı.༔
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The ruler there presides over flesh-eating r›k˝as, male  
and female, ༔

And enjoys great wealth.༔

Chokgyur Lingpa later said that he gained a strong and 
unshakable faith in the truth of these statements, due to their 
consistency with the tantric commentaries of Terdak Lingpa and 
his disciples.

As the journey continued, they saw a temple with extensive 
ornamentation in the center of a large city. From the outside 
they saw a complex of five stÒpas. From within, it appeared as 
a perfect celestial palace, surrounded by seven walls. The mas-
ter Chokgyur Lingpa asked what it was, to which the ˜›kinıs 
replied:

This is the Vajra Throne of India, situated in the center of the 
Jambu Continent. 

This is the uniquely exalted site where the truly and completely 
Awakened One attained enlightenment.

On hearing this, Chokgyur Lingpa, in deepest respect, per-
formed full body prostrations and made seven-branch and 
ma˚˜ala offerings.

With a single voice, the ̃ ›kinıs sang:

In the Vajra Throne palace of India༔
You benefit beings with the truth of karmic cause and effect.༔
Surrounded by a retinue of Ÿr›vakas and bodhisattvas,
You raised the banner of the Three Collections of Teachings.༔
I supplicate to the nirm›˚ak›ya ⁄›kyamuni.༔
I supplicate to the guru, the lion of the ⁄›kyas.༔
I supplicate to the Lotus-Born Master.༔
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Joining in with the song of the five ̃ ›kinıs, Chokgyur Lingpa 
prayed with one-pointed concentration and immeasurable devo-
tion. At some point, the following thought occurred to him: “In 
the pure vision text of tertön Düdül, Dispelling Sorrow, in the 
section describing the Vajra Throne, there is mention of three 
temples and one stÒpa, the rest all dilapidated and fallen into 
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ruin. How come there are such elaborate structures and walls, 
here?” As he was thinking this, the five ̃ ›kinıs spoke, the silvery 
cadence of their voices as melodious as a flute:

“Ah ho yé!
Even though perceptions of outer appearances arise in myriad 

ways,
In reality it remains unchanging, the pure realm of naturally 

manifesting wakefulness.
Vajr›sana Vajr›sana tishtha ho!
How wonderful is this amazing primary site of the thousand 

buddhas of the Fortunate Aeon!
Noble child, the true nature of this pure realm is surely in accord 

with your vision.
This is an extremely virtuous sign, an auspicious connection for 

the spread and flourishing of the buddhadharma.”

The ˜›kinıs sang several more songs of praise in their sym-
bolic language. The journey continued, taking them across a 
body of water stirred by turbulent waves. Here they saw a val-
ley filled with delightful forests and meadows. The valley had 
a triangular shape, representing the source of all dharmas.10 In 
the middle, was a three-storey temple with a golden pinnacle. 
It was alternately covered in light and shrouded in mist, with 
raining flowers and the clamor of musical instruments. At 
times, an inconceivable number of ˜›kinıs, voicing all kinds of 
symbolic sounds, gathered in a circle around the vase door of a 
three-storey stÒpa. There were the occasional roaring sounds of 
all kinds of fierce animals, such as tigers and leopards. Flashes 
of lightning, sudden hailstorms and bursts of ferocious laugh-
ter whipped and churned the entire surroundings. When the 
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master asked, “What is this place of such variety of miraculous 
displays?” the five ˜›kinıs prostrated, traced circles of sindÒra 
water on his five places,11 and exclaimed:

Namo Vajrav›r›hı mah›sukha siddhi ho!
Son of noble family, this is the country of U˜˜iy›na that lies to the 

west of India.
Direct your supplication prayers to Dhumatala, the city of 

˜›kinıs,
In U˜˜iy›na, which is the source of the Secret Mantra teachings.
Pray, therefore, to this land of Swift Flight.12

 Forming the revolving lotus mudr› with their hands, vari-
ous dance steps with their feet, and with voices shimmering and 
melodious, the five ̃ ›kinıs then presented a version of the seven-
branch offering that the master had never heard before. This led 
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Chokgyur Lingpa into a state of vast faith, devotion, joy, and 
boundless exultation. Thereupon, he had a clear experience of 
his own body being of the nature of a mass of light.

They journeyed on, to where a great river cut off the west-
ern land of U˜˜iy›na from C›mara, land of the r›k˝as. Here, 
they came upon a large bridge, with a bridge-house formed 
from a spontaneously arisen rock that appeared in the shape of 
a natural stÒpa. Next to this was a small house in which lived 
Tagjin, the son of Sogpo Bar-Yön. Tagjin is also known by his 
dharma names, Lhapal Yeshé and Palgyi Yeshé. A kılaya sid-
dha, he abides on the fifth bodhisattva bhÒmi, Hard to Con-
quer. Because he lived there as the bridge master, the ̃ ›kinıs said 
they were obliged to approach him. The five ˜›kinıs directed 
their eyes towards the sky, at which three measures of nutmeg 
appeared spontaneously in the hands of each of them. Gathering 
all of this together, they offered the fifteen measures as their toll 
for crossing the bridge. Uttering, “Phala! Phala!” they presented 
it with great joy and proceeded with ease. Upon reaching the 
other side of the great river, the five ̃ ›kinıs said:

Son of noble family, secret mantra yogin, jewel-like one with 
the name of Jewel (Norbu), you must obtain the miraculous 
powers of swift mind and divine sight! Do not forget a single 
detail of the islands of this land of r›k˝as, but keep them in 
your mind! Son, when you go to the land of Tibet, you will 
achieve amazing things. For the sake of all your disciples and 
lineage holders, you must commit this to writing and prepare 
drawings of what you have seen. The purpose is such that every 
fortunate person who sees, hears, or thinks of this will take 
rebirth on the C›mara continent as soon as their life is over!
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As soon as the ˜›kinıs had spoken, all twelve islands of the 
land of the r›k˝as appeared before Chokgyur Lingpa’s very eyes. 
There was nothing obscuring his view — no mountains, cliffs, or 
anything else. Indeed, it felt to him as if he had already arrived in 
all these places without even having to go there.

There were great plains extending to the east; the south was 
adorned with sandalwood forests and multi-storied mansions in 
various styles; to the west were flower gardens in full-bloom, riv-
ers dotted with individual islands, and beautiful pleasure groves; 
to the north were cliffs in various colors, with many self-appear-
ing images and stÒpas on their surfaces that appeared to be made 
of swirling masses of light.

The chief ̃ ›kinı spoke:

Oh son, listen to me without distraction and do not forget. I 
will introduce you to all the islands in the land of the r›k˝as. 
This frightening palace that you see to the east of the Glori-
ous Copper-Colored Mountain is known as Nutmeg City of 
the R›k˝a Lands. It has two million eight hundred thousand 
inhabitants. The king of the r›k˝as, Powerful Blazing Vajra, 
who is an emanation of the Guru, teaches them the dharma of 
the glorious ViŸuddha Heruka. The inhabitants of this city eat 
and drink only nutmeg, and they all move unimpeded through 
the sky by the power of their miraculous abilities. The temple 
complex, replete with gardens, is called the Palace of the Paci-
fying Dharma and is the assembly hall of the king, the Guru’s 
emanation.

Adjacent to this, you can see a scarlet-red valley, fed by a 
great river flowing down from its northern slope. Here lies the 
Clouded Island of the r›k˝as, with its arrangement of cities, 
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forests, and a beautiful temple. This is a place with three tril-
lion inhabitants. These belong to the class of r›k˝as known as 
the Roaming Scent-Collectors. Their special power is to detect 
from a great distance anything made of flesh and blood, and 
to catch it. They feast only on the major meats. Here, the king 
of the r›k˝as, Lotus Lion, who is an emanation of the Pre-
cious Guru, teaches the dharma and propagates the tantras, 
teachings, and pith instructions of both peaceful and wrathful 
MañjuŸrı.

Yonder, at the heart of a densely forested valley, huge and 
with numerous ravines, you see a dark-red plain wherein lies a 
city surrounded by ponds and walls. Human heads and victory 
banners of human skin can be seen in the city center, hoisted 
aloft in the sky. This is the country of Laºk›purı. It contains 
seven hundred thousand cities whose inhabitants feast on flesh 
and blood, and who are able to move through the sky with their 
miraculous powers. Here an emanation of the Guru, the king of 
r›k˝as named Vajra Warrior of Powerful Ferociousness, teaches 
the dharma of the wrathful, dark red Flame-Garlanded Guru.

The city above this is the r›k˝a domain known as Patrala, 
where ten million inhabitants reside. They feast on the flesh 
of wild deer, their miraculous powers allowing them to move 
unhindered through mountains and rocks. Here another ema-
nation of the Guru, named Lotus King, teaches the dharma of 
the Great Compassionate One.

Above this, you can see a dark-red lake swirling fiercely in 
the middle of an enormous island. At its center is a red cliff 
topped by a peak that seems to rise in three storeys, and on its 
summit stands a red fort enclosed by multiple levels of walls. 
Inside the enclosure are many tiny houses. The palace roof is 
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decorated with human heads and victory banners of human 
skin, all raised aloft. This place is Mount Malaya of Blazing 
Meteoric Iron. It is connected to the Indian Malaya of Zahor 
in the same way that a hermitage is connected to a village. It is 
home to about one hundred thousand cities. Their inhabitants 
fly through the sky by means of their miraculous powers, feast-
ing on flesh and blood. Here an emanation of the Guru, a r›k˝a 
king named Lotus Lord of Dance, teaches the dharma of peace-
ful and wrathful Amit›yus and Mighty Lotus.

Nearby you see another city, atop a mountain that glows red 
like a flame. The city is known as the sanctuary of Mount Geri, 
while the land itself is known as the Valley of Cooks’ Hands. 
Every r›k˝a here is able to emanate one hundred arms, each one 
sending down a rain of weapons. For food and drink, they feast 
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on the flesh and blood of wild deer. Here an emanation of the 
Guru, the r›k˝a king named Wise Lion of Speech, teaches the 
dharma of the mamo spirits.

Above this, you can see a red cliff that looks like a raised 
weapon, with a bright red rock at its base, and a black lake 
churning with waves. Vapor rises from the lake and, wherever it 
spreads, trees are in full bloom. There is a many-sided red cas-
tle, terrifying with its wrathful garlands of heads, arms, hearts, 
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and so forth. This place is called Copper Sanctuary Flesh Cas-
tle, and sometimes also Red Sanctuary of Violence. The rocky 
mountain there is the life rock of the r›k˝as, known as Blazing 
Vast Copper. The lake is the life lake of the r›k˝as and is known 
as Blood Lake. The tree is the life tree of the r›k˝as and is called 
Blazing Musk Flesh. The castle is the life castle of the r›k˝as 
and is called Nine-Points. Here, an emanation of the Guru, a 
r›k˝a king named Great Vajra Garuda, teaches the dharma 
of Vajrakılaya. Oh son, this is where the entire dharma cycle 
of your Single Mind Kılaya of Innermost Secrecy (Yangsang 
Thugkyi Phurchik) and the complete cycle of the special com-
pletion stage are found.

To the north of this, lies an enormous boulder in the mid-
dle of an extremely vast plain. On the upper plain, you can see 
a palace with a roof of turquoise and a golden pinnacle. In its 
flower gardens, there sits a lofty dharma throne. An immense 
teaching courtyard is strewn with various glittering precious 
stones. This is where an emanation of the Guru, named Lotus 
Illuminating King, having bound all the r›k˝as under oath, 
turns the dharma wheel of the Eight S›dhan› Teachings. The 
boulder in the center of this plain is where the r›k˝as congregate 
in order to confer. The plain is called Grey Plain of the R›k˝as. 
The temple structure is known as the Magnetizing Palace of 
Blazing Light. It contains many volumes of the tantras, teach-
ings, and pith instructions of the Eight S›dhan› Teachings.

Over there, in the dark red valley with rocky crags and tall 
scattered trees, you can see a river flowing down from the slope 
of a mountain that is dotted with many red lakes of varying 
size. In this area, named Blazing Blood Lake, stands a tall and 
dignified three-storey mansion, surrounded on all sides by a 
vast spreading city. The city has twenty million seven hundred 
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thousand inhabitants, and is the realm of the r›k˝a king named 
R›k˝a Garland of Lightning. The various r›k˝as here are all 
endowed with the miraculous power of moving unimpeded 
through water. For food, they feast on the flesh and blood of 
water creatures and on flowers and fruits. Here an emanation 
of the Guru, a r›k˝a king named Lotus Illumination, teaches 
the dharma of the Great Compassionate One and engages in 
acts of generosity.

On the slope to the north you can see a red area surrounded 
by forests and rocky mountains, where the rivers rage in violent 
motion. Here, there is a temple on a vast triangular plain, a 
huge gathering place for dharma with a spectacular and lofty 
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throne at its center. This place is called Sanctuary of the Wish-
Fulfilling Jewel, and its twenty million inhabitants have the 
miraculous power to soar like birds over the ocean. As for their 
enjoyments, they take pleasure in the various wishes they are 
granted from making supplications to the precious jewel that is 
there. An emanation of the Guru, a r›k˝a king named Dharma-
vajra, teaches the dharma of the tantra sections and in particu-
lar The Mantra for Subjugating the Haughty. The temple in this 
place is known as the Palace of Wrathful Union and Liberation. 
On the dharma throne sits an emanation of Guru Rinpoché 
known as Majestic Blazing Wrath. He brings all the hordes 
of r›k˝as under his command and, through wrathful activity, 
destroys those with degenerated samaya, turning the dharma 
wheel of the wrathful Mother Tantras of Secret Mantra.

Above the lower part of the northern region, where you can 
see shining mountains, trees with abundant foliage and a river 
in violent flow, there is a city. At the very heart of this city lies 
a terrifying mansion made of skulls with wrathful ornaments. 
This place is known as the r›k˝a land ⁄amburı. It contains 
three hundred thousand towns, and everyone living there has 
the miraculous power of being impervious to the four elements. 
They enjoy various kinds of grains as their food. Here, an ema-
nation of the Guru, a r›kŸa king named Lotus Subjugator, 
teaches the dharma of the Most Supreme Mamo that is called 
the Truly Perfect King.

In the northeast, you can see a stark red city within the land 
of r›k˝as known as Terrifying Sanctuary. In the center of this 
city, encircled by dark red mountains, lies a castle adorned with 
human heads and human skins and a dark red triangular lake. 
Within this area there are thirty million towns. The inhabit-
ants enjoy flesh and blood of various kinds, as well as grains, 
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and they have the miraculous power of being able to revive the 
dead. Here, an emanation of the Guru, a r›k˝a king named 
Roaring Lion of Majestic Brilliance, teaches the dharma of the 
protective goddesses who are guardians of the doctrine. Many 
are the accomplished masters here of the action and knowledge 
mantras of Maledictory Fierce Mantra.

In some of these r›k˝a lands there are also beings imprisoned 
in dungeons. For some individuals, a precise account of this 
would upset their motivation and be disturbing to their mind. 
There exists, moreover, the widespread habitual tendency to 
cling to the single perspective of one’s personal spiritual experi-
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ences, which are but the magical displays of the individual mind. 
Due to considerations such as these, no further detail of the fun-
damental meaning behind these experiences was related here.

Chokgyur Lingpa and the five ˜›kinıs next arrived at a vast 
ocean that looked as though the sky had fallen to the earth. 
The water seemed to reach as far as the eye could see. When 
Chokgyur Lingpa asked what it was, the ̃ ›kinıs answered:

This is the Miraculous Lake of Azurite.13 We need to cross by 
ship, and then we will be close to reaching the Glorious Copper-
Colored Mountain in the middle of the C›mara Continent. Son 
of noble family, look at that mountain out in the ocean. There, 
below the red copper cliff that resembles a raised weapon, is a 
dazzling array of forests, meadows and cities. This is where the 
Treasure revealing knowledge-holders, regents of the precious 
master of U˜˜iy›na, create dharma connections, and where 
sacred substances are bestowed to the mouths of beings. Among 
such beings, those whose faith and samayas have not declined 
will thereby mature into the dharmak›ya nature of mind, 
while still appearing in the form of humans, spirits, birds, wild 
animals and so forth. All other beings arrayed across Mount 
Vajrakata who partake of the feast offering substances will 
appear as reflections of their own bodies and faces. Whatever 
the case, each and every one of these beings remains in sam›dhi, 
and nothing but the melodious sounds of dharma are uttered.

As soon as they said this, a marvelous ship in the shape of 
a supreme steed, that seemed to come out of nowhere, arrived 
at the shore. Together, the great awareness-holder Chokgyur 
Lingpa and the five ˜›kinıs boarded the great ship and mirac-
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ulously arrived at the other shore in a single instant. The five 
˜›kinıs then spoke: “Now we must proceed by ascending the 
secret path of the ˜›kinıs, on the eastern side of the glorious 
Copper-Colored Mountain.”

The ˜›kinıs led the way and together they reached the east-
ern side of the mountain. They continued their journey, walking 
beneath a naturally-formed stÒpa of white rock that shone like a 
crystal. “What is this?” asked Chokgyur Lingpa, to which they 
replied:

This is known as the Ka˚ika StÒpa. By passing underneath 
it, even the subtlest downfalls related to one’s practice of the 
profound Mantra Vehicle are purified. Moreover, one is trans-
formed into a suitable vessel for accomplishing all siddhis, such 
as the qualities of the ten masteries.14 The stÒpa is made from 
precious amolika, a flat white stone known as darwaba, which 
is found in Indra’s teaching dome. This stÒpa contains many 
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sacred objects, including the four types of sacred relic pills. In 
particular, it holds eight large bushels and sixteen vessels of the 
multiplying relics of Buddha ⁄›kyamuni, all the size of mustard 
seeds. According to the Guru, and in accordance with Yeshé 
Tsogyal’s proclamations of truth, it is also known as the StÒpa 
of Self-Existing Spontaneous Presence, which subjugates all 
r›k˝as and is endowed with the fourfold liberation.15
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Adjacent to the stÒpa, to the east of the palace, is a round 
white boulder in the shape of a drum. It is made from precious 
diamonds that originate from the remains of the great sage 
Curd Drinker. There is an extremely clear and radiant set of 
Guru Rinpoché’s footprints imprinted on the top of this boul-
der, which are related to his pacifying activity. To the south lies 
a square-shaped boulder made of gold. Atop this boulder is a 
set of brilliantly shining yellow footprints related to enriching 
activity. To the west, atop a crescent-shaped red boulder made 
from lotus ruby, is a set of footprints that are swirling with 
red light rays and are related to magnetizing activity. To the 
north, upon a triangular boulder made of emerald, is a set of 
footprints which are related to subjugating activity, and which 
softly emanate multicolored rays of light.

As the head ˜›kinı pointed out these details, there was no 
effort required, no need for the tertön to go anywhere near 
the four sides of the palace. He could see, directly and without 
any obscuration, all its myriad decorations and features. With 
faith and devotion, joy and delight, Chokgyur Lingpa repeat-
edly made pure aspirations. All the inhabitants of C›mara know 
these as the footprints for ‘Spontaneously Perfecting the Four 
Activities to Subjugate the R›k˝as.’

Looking in the four directions, he saw the bathing pools of 
the four activities, gardens of different kinds of flowers, many 
types of birds, and deer with melodious and modulating voices. 
These animals spoke in human language and were discoursing 
on the dharma in accordance with their individual characters 
and abilities. The trees, water and wind were also emitting the 
sound of dharma. So pleasant was it, that he felt even staying for 
eons would not be long enough.
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After this they saw a group of a hundred thousand ˜›kinıs, 
a hundred great scholars, a hundred great translators, and a 
hundred awareness-holders. They were all gathered to welcome 
Guru Rinpoché of U˜˜iy›na, who was arriving in a golden 
chariot to perform the great shower of resplendence upon the 
ma˚˜ala. The translators, scholars and awareness-holders were 
wearing pa˚˜ita hats and dharma robes, while the hundred 
thousand ̃ ›kinıs were playing musical instruments, inconceiv-
ably numerous and diverse. They resembled a golden garland, 
with all their myriad offering materials — their parasols, stan-
dards, victory banners, ribbons and so forth.

The five ̃ ›kinıs spoke to Chokgyur Lingpa:

We have been distracted by the spectacles of the r›k˝a lands 
and islands, so have got here slightly late. However, our arrival 
coincides with the morning sun and the timing of the shower of 
blessings, which augurs well and means that the auspicious con-
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nection has not been lost. How wonderful! How delightful! Son 
of noble family, secret mantra yogin, while the golden garland is 
still circling around the palace and has not yet returned inside, 
we should go to see the assembly halls of the four activities.

They travelled on, passing an enormous enclosure adorned 
with a network of various kinds of weapons, lotus flowers, beau-
tiful trees, fences of rahula wood, bathing houses, pools, dancing 
grounds and music pavilions, as well as many other things. They 
reached the feast hall of pacifying activity, where they found 
Guru Padmasambhava turning the Dharma Wheel of the Three 
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Collections amidst a large gathering of young male and female 
r›k˝as. As if by magic, he was simultaneously giving teachings, 
debating, and engaging in composition, along with other dhar-
mic activities. Chokgyur Lingpa bowed down countless times 
and made offerings of ma˚˜alas and the seven branch offering. 
In the gathering, there was one young translator who said:

To explain the meaning of the mantra of homage —
As ground, establish the splendor of gentleness;
As path, establish the splendor of goodness;
As fruition, establish the splendor of supremacy.

While speaking, he laughed, a beaming smile spreading 
across his face. “Who is that?” Chokgyur Lingpa asked. “He 
is the great lotsawa Dharma ⁄rı, an emanation of Yudra,” the 
˜›kinıs replied. Chokgyur Lingpa then requested to be blessed 
by the translator’s hand. Meanwhile, the master of U˜˜iy›na, 
Padmasambhava, was offering a scriptural presentation that 
sounded like a teaching on the general meaning of the tantras. 
He made the statement, “Among the twelve aspects of excellent 
speech, the Vajra Vehicle of profound secrecy constitutes the sec-
tion on arriving at certainty.” The whole retinue engaged in dis-
cussion on this topic.

Chokgyur Lingpa and the ˜›kinıs continued on, circum-
ambulating the palace clockwise, and arriving at the assembly 
hall of enriching activity, which lies to the south. Here, they saw 
the great guru Lotus Amit›yus demonstrating the yogic exer-
cises involving the channels, winds, and bindus. They also saw 
a gathering of ˜›kas and ˜›kinıs, performing dances. “Atipu 
hoh!” the five ˜›kinıs exclaimed, raising their right palms and 
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performing the posture of one leg extended and the other leg 
bent. The master Chokgyur Lingpa did likewise. The chief fig-
ure of the ma˚˜ala, together with his retinue of male and female 
yogins, responded with “Pratitsa hoh!”

They sat down, joining the row, to enjoy the feast offering. 
Listening to the teachings that seemed to come out of midair 
in self-resounding tones, they clearly heard the distinct sounds 
of Sanskrit and ˜›kinı language, all related to the feast gather-
ing. Not only did they hear the song of Emakiri, but also many 
others that they had never heard before. Partaking of the feast 
substances madana, ba and so forth, Chokgyur Lingpa effort-
lessly experienced the original wakefulness of empty bliss, and 
remained in that state for some time. When the aspiration of 
Longchen Rabjam that begins with “My body, aggregates and 
elements . . .” was sung, the ̃ ›kinıs joined in the song and dance.

They carried on, again circumambulating clockwise, and 
came to the assembly hall of magnetizing activity situated in the 
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western direction. Upon seeing Hayagrıva in union with his con-
sort V›r›hı performing the dance of great bliss, the five ̃ ›kinıs 
responded just as in the Hevajra Tantra. “We should pay hom-
age in the manner of yogis,” they said, and, rendering their bod-
ies naked, they paid homage while chanting, “Nama te hung, 
nama mi hung, namo namah hung.” Making the fourfold sym-
bolic invocation, they entered into the conduct of great secret 
yoga and uttered, “Daki panca guhya maha sukha yogi samaya 
hoh!” Also present in the assembly was the yogin Jahabhiri. He 
gave Chokgyur Lingpa special instructions from the extraordi-
nary Whispered Lineage.

Continuing clockwise, they arrived at the assembly hall of 
subjugating activity, inside of which was the Wrathful Guru with 
a threefold retinue. Before him, his messengers were perform-
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ing the fourfold mudr› for the deliverance of hostile obstruct-
ers and samaya violators. One hundred and eight great Treasure 
revealers wearing subjugating attire — black hats and dancing 
gowns — were led by the wild Treasure revealer Yongé Mingyur 
Dorjé as the dance master.

Following him, were Düdül Nüden Dorjé, Taksham Nüden 
Dorjé, Gyurmé Nüden Dorjé, Düdjom Rölpa Nüden Dorjé, 
Trokché Nüden Dorjé, Drakpo Nüden Dorjé, and others. There 
were twenty-one masters with the name Nüden, appearing in 
succession. Chokgyur Lingpa likewise visualized himself as the 
deity and joined them in their dance steps. His appropriate tant-
ric garb appeared spontaneously.
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After a break in proceedings, Chokgyur Lingpa recognized 
Sangyé Lingpa, Ratna Lingpa, Zhigpo Lingpa, Drikung Nam-
chak Mebar, Chökyi Drakpa, and others joining the dance. 
Accompanied by the tones of the m›raya music, with black 
and white ˜›kinıs leading the way, they carried the subjugat-
ing torma of sorcery outside. At this, the five ˜›kinıs said, 
“Instead of going outside now, let’s go to meet the Guru and his 
consort inside the palace.” Instantly, the great Treasure revealer 
Chokgyur Lingpa’s attire changed back to the way it was before 
— white skirt, red upper garment, and pa˚˜ita hat.

In the large central palace, the great Guru Padmasambhava 
was surrounded by a retinue of a hundred great pa˚˜itas, a 
hundred great translators, a hundred awareness-holders, and a 
hundred Treasure revealers. There, he opened the ma˚˜ala of 
the Dharma Ocean Subsuming All Teachings. For the section 
on the inner showering of resplendent blessings, ˜›kinıs of the 
four classes performed a dance in front of the ma˚˜ala, with the 
dharma king Trisong Deutsen and his sons seated before them as 
the event’s benefactors.

Upon witnessing this, Chokgyur Lingpa felt boundless faith 
and devotion, and blissful elation, as if he had attained the first 
bhÒmi, Truly Joyful. He felt not even the slightest puff of pride 
at having arrived in this place without first having to discard 
his body — these aggregates that perpetuate defilement. He 
wished deeply, “If only I had something to offer, here and now, 
in order to perfect the accumulations — a representation of 
awakened body, speech, or mind, or some material gift, such as a 
ma˚˜ala!” Immediately the five ̃ ›kinıs exclaimed:
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Noble son, for a yogin who can transform anything into what-
ever is desired, for a person who is like a jewel, how could there 
be any lack of material things? May you gather a mound of 
wish-fulfilling jewels!

Just as they were uttering this, a mound of wish-fulfilling jew-
els appeared directly in front of Guru Rinpoché. The ˜›kinıs 
spoke again:

Son of noble family, secret mantra yogin, let your body be the 
representation of awakened body, your voice the representation 
of awakened speech and your mind the representation of awak-
ened mind. Thus make the outer, inner and secret ma˚˜ala 
offerings!
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Chokgyur Lingpa then made a vast ma˚˜ala offering, visual-
izing it as described in Vimalamitra’s Secret Wisdom Path of the 
Innermost Essence (Sangtik Yeshé Sanglam). As he repeatedly 
received the four empowerments, he actualized unbiased experi-
ence, the realization of the Great Perfection.

Then, upon a magnificent pavilion in an upper corner of the 
temple hall, there appeared a ravishingly beautiful, sixteen-year-
old ˜›kinı, encircled by an ocean of ˜›kinıs of the five classes, 
all engaged in a brief s›dhan› ritual. Chokgyur Lingpa asked 
who it was, and the five ̃ ›kinıs laughed, saying:

His womb obscuration must be terribly dense if he really does 
not know! This is Yeshé Tsogyal, sole mother, sovereign of 
all ˜›kinıs of the three levels. She is also known as the ˜›kinı 
Queen of Basic Space, Ocean of Great Bliss, Blazing Blue Light, 
Consort of the King of R›k˝as, Sole Mother Radiant Healing 
Conch, Demon-Taming Mistress of the Dance, Mighty Action 
Lady of Powerful Wrath, and Dharma Mother of Great Bliss. 
The ̃ ›kinı practice she is performing here is one that you will 
obtain in the future as a siddhi, from the Blazing Turquoise 
Light Cave. At that time, you will receive all the empowerments 
and instructions simultaneously, as if by magic, like a vessel 
being filled to the brim. Mayajala guhya urgya, symbols dis-
solved!

Having said this the five ̃ ›kinıs dissolved into the heart cen-
ter of Yeshé Tsogyal. Having offered the seven branches and 
ma˚˜ala offerings, and made supplication prayers, Chokgyur 
Lingpa remained for a long while in a state of sam›dhi in which 
all dualistic experience had subsided.
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He then thought, “I still have to visit the temple halls on the 
second and top floors and request a special instruction from 
the Guru and his consort. For this, I will need to be shown the 
way.” The five ˜›kinıs appeared again as before and the tertön 
thanked them, joyful beyond measure at having obtained 
siddhis. They said, “Son of noble family, let us go now to the 
middle and top floors!” and led the way.

The hall on the ground floor was packed with r›k˝a kings 
and a multitude of r›k˝as. As they reached the middle level, 
they saw the Lotus-Born Guru with a hundred thousand vidy›
dharas, including the eight great vidy›dharas of India. He 
was turning the great Dharma Wheel of the Mind, Space and 
Instruction sections of the Great Perfection. Chokgyur Lingpa 
paid homage and made ma˚˜ala offerings. During these deep-
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felt supplications, Guru Rinpoché proclaimed, “The Great Per-
fection is primordial purity, free from all action and effort!” 
Then, directing his gaze into midair, he uttered, “Ah ah ah, 
phat!” and remained in a sky-like state that defies expression. 
Then, again he spoke, the Master of U˜˜iy›na, accompanied by 
a retinue of four awareness-holders:

As for this basic natural state that is the very substance  
of the Great Perfection:

The mind of clarity is nirm›˚ak›ya!
The mind of non-thought is dharmak›ya!
The mind of bliss is sambhogak›ya!
The mind of the indivisibility of these is the sv›bh›vikak›ya!
Ratna guhya ah ho!

Upon hearing this, Chokgyur Lingpa asked who the four 
masters were. “Son of noble family,” came the reply, “they are 
the vidy›dharas Garab Dorjé, MañjuŸrımitra, ⁄rı Si˙ha, and 
JñanasÒtra.”

The ˜›kinıs then said, “Son, let us proceed to the upper 
floor.” Following them there, he beheld Guru Rinpoché in the 
five aspects of Thötreng Tsal. Clustered all around him were 
the five sambhogak›ya families in inconceivable array — ema-
nating and reabsorbing throughout the whole of space. He was 
teaching by means of the dharmak›ya speech that is the nature 
of non-arising, the sambhogak›ya speech of symbolic intent, 
and the nirm›˚ak›ya speech of verbal expression. Robed in the 
attire of the supreme nirm›˚ak›ya buddhas of the ten direc-
tions, he was seated in the midst of an inconceivable retinue and 
accompanied by countless offering goddesses who were there to 
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make offerings and receive teachings. The scene was completely 
beyond description. The ˜›kinıs requested permission to take 
part, offering symbolic homage and melodious song and dance, 
in which the master Chokgyur Lingpa joined them.

The ˜›kinıs then said: “Son of noble family, without forget-
ting a single detail of what you have seen, keep these displays 
of the pure realm in your heart. In the future, all who see, hear, 
think of this, or who make supplications, will take birth in the 
pure realm of Lotus Light on this glorious southwestern moun-
tain, and will be benefited in myriad other ways. Any connection 
with what has happened here is certain to be valuable.”
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Looking around in all directions from the top of the celestial 
palace, Chokgyur Lingpa saw that the walls were white in the 
east, blue in the south, red in the west, and green to the north. 
The ground floor of the palace was white, the middle floor red. 
All three storeys had four turrets. The top floor was decorated 
with relief images, and at the very top he could see a golden roof, 
thirteen dharma wheels, and a diamond roof ornament. Above 
this were rainbow clouds — the natural radiance of the five wis-
doms. The brilliance of the celestial palace was radiating out to 
all corners of the sky, so that the west shone mostly red and the 
north a greenish gold. All the rainbow clouds in all the cardinal 
and intermediate directions were festooned with beautiful offer-
ings in infinite array.

To the east of this glorious mountain in the great realm of 
C›mara, the tertön beheld pleasure groves of trees. To the south 
were lakes and bathing pools. To the west, individuals were 
miraculously taking birth from banks of lotus flowers that filled 
the sky with light rays. To the north, he could see a rock in the 
shape of a stÒpa that was radiating light. This is merely an indi-
cation to give a glimpse of the scenery; the details themselves are 
beyond description.

Moreover, apart from the cities of the r›k˝as, it seemed as 
though all the appearances of this miraculous realm were made 
of rainbow light. The palace itself was translucent, both the out-
side and inside appearing unobstructed to the mind.

Chokgyur Lingpa thought to himself, “I have come to this 
pure land, the glorious Copper-Colored Mountain. I have met 
the Precious Guru and his consort. In quite magical ways, I have 
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received empowerments and instruction. This indeed is excel-
lent karma and good fortune! Nevertheless, I have not received 
any essential, personal advice.” In the very same moment, Guru 
Rinpoché arrived — resplendent, light rays streaming, and 
escorted by several of his close disciples, including Vairocana, 
Namkhé Nyingpo, Kawa Peltsek and Palgyi Yeshé. Chokgyur 
Lingpa’s devotion was boundless. For a while, he remained in 
the vast, all-encompassing state that constitutes indivisible space 
and awareness, free from any clinging to mental constructs.

He again paid reverent homage and, placing the Precious 
Guru’s feet on the crown of his head, he requested personal 
advice. Guru Rinpoché then gave him inconceivable personal 
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instructions, both general and specific, ordinary and extraor-
dinary. As these were not to be forgotten, Guru Rinpoché also 
offered him a parchment containing his guidance. Without fur-
ther explanation, he told Chokgyur Lingpa, “This is identical in 
meaning to the life-story entitled Jewel Garland of Oral Instruc-
tions (Nortreng Zheldam).

After this, Chokgyur Lingpa thought, “I must request blessings 
from the five mother ̃ ›kinıs, the emanations of Yeshé Tsogyal!” 
At the same moment, a voice resounded from the clear sky:

We, mother and son, are never apart for even an instant.
Don’t ever neglect to make offerings on the tenth of each month.
Engage in the vastly effective conduct of Secret Mantra.
Unlike ordinary people, cut through your perceptions directly.
Remain in the non-conceptual state of the all-sufficient view.
Son of noble family, secret mantra yogin,
Maha sukha samaya hoh!

Hearing this, he was filled with boundless joy. When he asked 
Vairocana, Namkhé Nyingpo, and the others for blessings, they 
replied:

Noble son, all your lineage holders
Will attain both the supreme and common siddhis.
As when one finds a wish-fulfilling jewel,
Noble son, you are a yogin who benefits all who connect  

with you.
Now travel safely back to the snowy ranges of Tibet.

With great affection, they demonstrated repeatedly that they 
did not want him to leave. Once more, the Precious Master 
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placed his two hands on the crown of Chokgyur Lingpa’s head 
and spoke the following words:

Ema! Fortunate son of noble family,
The destiny to tame the land of Tibet has fallen on you.
We, father and son, are never apart for even an instant.
Son, you will visit this place time and again —
Time and again, you will depart to benefit beings.
Son, no matter where you take rebirth,
You will never be separate from me.
Time and again, you will meet me face to face.
Time and again, I will give you prophecy and dispel obstacles.
Now go — for the sake of the teachings and the beings of Tibet.

At these words, Chokgyur Lingpa’s perceptions dissolved 
like evanescent mist, and he remained in the state that is free 
from all reference point. Soaring off into space, he immediately 
found himself back in his meditation hut at his residence near 
Akani˝˛ha Karma, the terrestrial pure land that is the chakra of 
awakened speech.

The seventh Tréhor Zhabdrung Rinpoché, Trinlé Wangpö 
Lhari, presented the learned master Karma Samten with a gift of 
gold and a length of cotton canvas, as well as fourteen measures 
of silver, hoping to procure a depiction of this visionary journey. 
From Chokgyur Lingpa, they requested explanations. As the 
Great Tertön and Dharma King described his vision in joyous 
detail, Khenchen Lama took notes. The scene was then outlined 
on canvas and shown to Chokgyur Lingpa, who made correc-
tions before the paint was applied in completion of the thangka.
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Khenchen Sangyé Chöpel later had the scene painted as 
frescoes on the walls of Neten monastery, in the temple hall of 
Gyurmé Ling. This was on the occasion of the Great Accom-
plishment of preparatory practices for the terma of the Gath-
ering of Transmitted Precepts (Kadü) that was held at Neten 
Ridge. Similarly, on the occasion of a Great Accomplishment 
held in the town of Gayül Deta, the thangka artist Ngak Rigdz-
inpa Gurdrag made a painting of the vision in a simplified form. 
There are also accounts of additional details being written down 
during preparatory practices for a ˜›kinı terma, such as the 
mention of Amit›yus on the upper floor of the celestial palace, 
of Sangwa Yeshé on the middle floor, and various descriptions of 
visions that Chokgyur Lingpa had as a child.

Chokgyur Lingpa would himself give oral teachings on this 
topic to the crowds who gathered at the great sacred sites for 
consecration ceremonies. In particular, while at the Fortress of 
a Hundred Thousand ̃ ›kinıs, he spoke about the formation of 
the r›k˝a islands and the manner in which he had received oral 
instructions there.

In general, in the course of most termas that he practiced, 
Chokgyur Lingpa consistently had visions of the Copper-Col-
ored Mountain. Each of these experiences manifested in differ-
ent ways. Specifically, he indicated that the realm of Lotus Light 
can appear in an elaborate, middling, or simple manner, and 
that this can further be distinguished into at least nine different 
possibilities. This text has merely provided an indication of the 
inconceivable extent of his visions.

— Translation by Luke Hanley,  
based on a draft by Erik Pema Kunsang. 
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